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This book presented to the readers is my second book published by John Wiley & Sons publishing company—thanks for such a wonderful opportunity to publish!


First, let me explain the allegorical meaning of the picture on the front cover of the book—a view of a rostral column, an architectural monument at the center of St. Petersburg in Neva embankment, designed by Jean-Francois Thomas de Thomon in 1810. When accompanying a compiler development team from Sun around St. Petersburg in 1994, I realized and told my guests that the rostral columns can be considered an allegory of modern compiler architecture. The foundation (pillar) of the column symbolizes trustworthy common back-end of a family of compilers for some platform (e.g., Scalable Processor ARChitecture [SPARC]), and the rostra relying on the column (according to ancient tradition, the rostra should be front parts of the defeated enemy’s ships) depicts compiler front-ends—FORTRAN, C, Pascal, Modula, and so on, developed for that hardware platform.

This trustworthy compilers book is the result of many years of my professional experience of research and commercial projects in the compiler development field. I was as fortunate as to work with great people and companies on compiler development: in the 1970s to 1980s—with my Russian colleagues on developing compilers for the Russian “Elbrus” [2] supercomputers; in the 1990s—with Sun Microsystems on developing Sun compilers; and since 2003—with Microsoft on its Phoenix [3] technology for compiler development. The results of these collaborations are presented in my book.